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Deconstructing women’s body as a subject of normative ethics, my work counters the patriarchal 
hegemony in the postcolonial world. I create temporary spaces for healing memories of violence, 
exploitation and segregation which our bodies hold. Having grown up as a girl in India, it was 
not hard to witness the complexities within the social structure in terms of oppression and 
dominance. Questions of inequality and social marginalization started germinating in my thought 
process during my years growing up. These fundamental queries later contributed to the 
formation of my artistic self as struggles against all forms of patriarchal norms increasingly 
started manifesting in my art practice. Giving voice to this internal and social struggle, my work 
uses performative resistance to activate material, site, time, context, and body in relation with 
each other.   

My art practice critiques the standardizing ethics that set designated roles for women in our 
social power structure. The complex positioning of women in Indian culture can be debated for 
its inherent dualism in the way women are perceived—on one hand they are deified and on the 
other, they are forced into hard domestic labour and sexual violence. Being conditioned to 
temporary belongingness, marriages have been a major cause for women’s migration and 
displacement of what she might call ‘home’. My position moving between culturally hybrid 
spaces consciously and unconsciously through imbalanced distribution of power, questions the 
vulnerability and sustenance of identity, language, and beliefs, which can be seen in my video 
work Walking through the scars of elsewhere. 

My work explores the intersectionality between social inequality, gender construction and 
destruction of nature or motherhood. Using my body as a site of experience, my interactive 
performances confront the subjectivities of women’s corporeal labour and mobility by altering 
spaces, such as Resting on Insomnia, where I worked in a room stuck with nails pointing inwards 
from all four walls for forty-seven days empathizing with the violence against rape victims. 
Caring for the mothering bodies, human and non-human, my interest in understanding the 
relationship between oppressions in the context of nature and women made me dive deeper into 
ideas of Eco-feminism, using auto-ethnography as a tool for my artistic enquiry, where by, I 
developed a concept of Earth Walking that emphasizes the relationship between inner and outer 
ecologies to foster a sustainable worldview through interactive public participation.  

My work embodies and performs resistance against paradoxical ways of seeing within everyday 
life. Repetition is one key element to habituate and recognize the transformation of body and 
space as a natural attribute to the self. Material is selected to create tension with the body as a 
political site, extending the body’s narrative beyond factual reality by layering the work with a 
sense of belongingness to the place and its people. My practice is research-based, interactive and 
participatory. I use art teaching/learning as a means of collaborative process of recognizing the 
power dynamics between the oppressor and the oppressed that activates alternative modes of 
activism and resistance through art. 


